Welcome to Kindergarten!

Warren Hills Elementary
Liberty Public Schools
Meet the kindergarten team
And take a peek in our classrooms!

Mrs. Herndon
Mrs. Meyer
Mrs. Squires
Mrs. Szymke
Mrs. Whited

Click on each teacher's name for their classroom tour!
What does a day in kindergarten look like?

We start with a walk to class and a “Good morning, friends!” greeting at our classroom door!
We unpack, use the restroom, get drinks...
choose lunch...
and start our morning work...

ALL ON OUR OWN!
We’ll listen to Announcements and do Calendar together.
Time for Morning Recess!
The rest of our morning is focused on Literacy. We get to do Literacy Centers and Guided Reading Groups...
...Multisensory phonics for word play and sight words, AND read and listen to TONS of wonderful books with our friends and teacher!
Soon it’s LUNCH TIME!
We have a little more learning time before Specials, then it’s off to Art, Music, P.E. or Library!
We wear our Specials shirts (dyed, oversized white t-shirts) over our clothes to Specials classes. Each class wears a different color.
Math is great fun!

We learn about numbers, shapes, counting, adding, subtracting, coins, measurement and more!
Time for Afternoon Recess!
We become authors and illustrators during Writing! We’ll practice handwriting too.
Our bodies and brains need a break! We have Rest Time to relax for a little bit.
Science and Social Studies help us explore and learn about the world around us!
A small snack brought from home gives us a little boost of energy to finish our work and get ready to play!
We end our day with Discovery Centers!
We pack up our backpacks for Dismissal...

and can’t wait to tell you all about
our FUN day in Kindergarten!
We look forward to seeing you soon!
Welcome to the WH Wildcats Family!